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Introduction
The Quarterly Review of Contemporary Country — QROCC — is a snapshot and an exploration. QROCC publishes a zine four times a year, with
content from that zine also posted on the website regularly. For the most
part, that content will be album reviews; contained in this zine are reviews
of over 90 albums, all released between the 1st of January and the 31st of
March, 2016.
QROCC’s reviews can be basically broken down into four parts. At the top
is the basic information: album and artist names, and album art. Just below
this is a star rating, ranging from one to four. These stars are to a certain
extent arbitrary, but the rough guideline is as follows:
★★★★ means the album is both great and has at least one thing about
it that’s very interesting;
★★★☆ can be very good or great or interesting, but not necessarily in
combination;
★★☆☆ is middle of the road, an album that might be bad but have
something of interest, or is good but boring;
★☆☆☆ is reserved for albums that are both musically bad and possess
next to nothing of interest.
Below the rating is an encapsulation, or an excerpt. Given the scope of
QROCC — there are some 90 reviews in this issue — a brief description of
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the album as a whole (or some specific point of interest) precedes the review. On occasion, this encapsulation is the whole of the review.
The fourth and final aspect is the review itself. These range in length from
a couple paragraphs to a couple pages, and go more in depth into specificities about the album that work — or don’t. They are, of course, works
of opinion; specifically, for now, works of the opinion of the sole current
author of QROCC, Ben Gabriel. Say hello to him on twitter @Benladen,
or visit his site at http://islanddemeter.com/ to see what else he writes about
and makes.
Despite the name, QROCC is not interested in expertise. It is an exploration of where country music is right now, sometimes celebratory, sometimes less so. In reaching out to include not just Country, but Americana,
Bluegrass, Folk, and more, QROCC hopes to provide a broad image of the
landscape. So whether you’re a fan looking for gems you might’ve missed,
a hater who wants to be better informed, or someone curious about the
genre but detached from its social forms, QROCC has something for you.
And if the whole thing’s too daunting in this form, you can always check
http://qrocc.com/ on Tuesdays and Thursdays for reviews from the zine.

Editor’s Note:
Ghosts of Country
They’re in the title of Lucinda Williams’ The Ghosts of Highway 20 and
in Megan & Liz’ “That Ghost.” They’re present in the buried harmonies
that abortively open Gene Watson’s Real. Country. Music. and in the obsession with legacy that drives Hank Williams Jr’s It’s About Time into
a wall. That Malcolm Holcombe’s haunted seems a given, but the same
could be said of Dianna Corcoran, The Cactus Blossoms, Buddy Miller,
and so many others. Bubbling, hacking bronchial fluids might be the killer,
but there’s plenty of the dead to go around; they might even end up with a
residency on a cruise ship, happy just to see their friends play.
But then, the ghosts that haunt country music through the first quarter of
2016 aren’t lost souls or revenants with unfinished business. There’s no
rattling china, no shouting from behind a crucifix to be had. Well, not at
the ghosts at least. There’s some of that shouting, but that’s mostly at the
living.
This quarter, at least, the ghosts aren’t people: they’re places. Lucinda Williams’ title is almost a pun; the “of” is polyvocal. It could refer to the individuals that haunt the locale, or to the various permutations that the space
exhibits, as ghosts. Taking songs like Williams’ cover of “Factory” into
account, the latter seems much more likely. The I-20 that runs from Texas to South Carolina through Louisiana wasn’t likely on The Boss’ mind
when he wrote about factories, if for no other reason than that the imagina4

tion of the US is very split. The North is the land of factories, the South of
plantations — with some real reasons. Even the postbellum “New South”
initiative ultimately only employed 5% of the southern labor force. If the
factory is a poltergeist, it’s an outlier, the kind of death that doesn’t make
a cultural impact. If it’s an expression of the space, though, it’s a speaking
through history in its absences and apocrypha.
If Lucinda Williams does it best, then Dianna Corcoran’s In America is
the most exemplary; Corcoran’s Australian, but the small towns and country roads she sings about are all sheen with nothing but rot underneath. It’s
the David Lynch school of appreciation, where suburbs and bugs are ineffably tied and that is source of a strange celebration, a pinwheeling sense
of disgust and delight. But there’s also the ghost of Occupy on The Dead
Tongues’ Montana, of the Bush-era on Sean Watkins’ What to Fear, of
the long 70s on Shooter Jennings’ Countach (For Giorgio). There is even
a moment on Julie Rhodes’ Born to Meet the Devil that unintentionally
evokes Kenneth Harding Jr.’s murder by San Francisco police, and the
many others like him.
There are plenty of things country — and the many related genres covered
herein, including alt, bluegrass, folk, comedy, americana, and gospel-influence — can be good at. Chief among them, in this batch at least, is what
I refer to as storytelling throughout the reviews; the way songs can offer
unique perspectives, characters, and situations, and how their telling can
be both musical and meaningful in a more conventional sense. Every song
offers a whole experience, a life lived in part or full, a world built in bars
or homes and discarded after three minutes thirty. It’s easy, in country, to
lose the forest for the trees.
It isn’t that the forest is full of ghosts. It’s that the forest is a ghost itself. This
quarter, country speaks in jagged fragments, telling stories over itself of the
things it has seen, the way it became conscious, the roads inside of it that
stretch outwards. The polyvocal ghosts of country.
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January

It’s About Time
Hank Williams Jr.
★☆☆☆

Obsessed with his legacy, Bocephus declares
himself mentally trapped in 1975, and there’s
no arguing that.

From the opening notes of “Are You Ready For The Country,” it’s clear
that Hank Williams, Jr’.s mission on this album is to cement himself in the
pantheon. Considering that he’s Hank Williams Jr, that seems a bit unnecessary; but I suppose when you built your name on Outlaw Country and
Southern Rock, the impulse to pretend you’re an outsider sticks around.
It’s About Time does his legacy no favors, though: just take “God and
Guns,” which reads and sounds like an outside parody of country — and
not a particularly good one at that.
When your most compelling track is the six and a half minute “Wrapped
Up, Tangled Up in Jesus (God’s Got It),” and is built around a really uncomfortable metaphor of fishing — Jesus got his hooks in Williams, presumably in order to drag him to the surface, suffocate and gut him? — with
even more uncomfortably sexual language, you’re doing something wrong.
The mixed messages abound; immediately after Williams, Jr. offers to let
the listener “Just Call Me Hank,” he goes on a tirade in “Mental Revenge,”
in which he obsesses over the harms that might befall a former intimate
partner. Jr.’s happy to let you in on It’s About Time. It’s unfortunate that
once inside, all you’re going to hear about is how much he loves to shoot
things, gut them, and imagine doing the same. And he’ll be listening to
Lynyrd Skynyrd and namedropping Merle Haggard the whole time.
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In America
Dianna Corcoran
★★★☆

Australian Corcoran fantasizes as glossy and
alienated an America exists outside a David
Lynch film, and she’s damn good at it too.

Even the aspects of Corcoran’s In America that seem to demand ambivalence — the nearly too twee “Therapy” springs to mind — do so in a way
that is at least productive. That song in particular manages to be both shitty
and trivializing of mental health, and to gesture toward the knowledge of
how material conditions effect — and become — pathologies.
“Therapy” is helped by how the best of In America is, appropriate to the
title, about evoking a place. And how, more specifically, that place is in
many ways a fantasy. The America that Corcoran develops is both too
glossy and too homey to be anything like a real lived in place; but that hospitable sheen is precisely what makes it a fascinating object to experience
vicariously.
Which is in part why “When These Wheels Hit Tennesse” is the standout song on the album. Corcoran is at her best in cars, which, given the
automobile’s place in the American Mythos, makes sense. The nearly as
good “Ghost in the Passenger Side” only cements this. Places are at least
as much about how they are moved through as they are about stasis, and
there’s no better way to get around than on the road.
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Miss Morgan Myles EP
Morgan Myles
★★☆☆

It seems strange to say about an EP, but Miss
Morgan Myles suffers significantly from its run
time.

Had the whole of the Miss Morgan Myles EP been as strong as “Whiskey
Dreaming,” its opening song, it might have stood out as one of the best records released in the first quarter of 2016.
“Whiskey Dreaming” has Myles singing a song that, if not particularly real,
is at least personal. The second track, the walking stand-up bass saturated, almost Americana-sounding “Queen of Hearts,” is almost as good,
making strong use of character and rhythm to say something perhaps a bit
overbroad. Where Miss Morgan Myles falls apart is in how it continues
along this trajectory. There’s nothing wrong with big statements, but how
Myles sings and the production she employs favors those more personal
moments.
The other issue is that she loses the voice of those first two songs into awkwardly spot-on impressions of others; “We Won’t Go Home” is oddly Katy
Perry gone country, and “Adeline” is so deeply Adele it’s uncomfortable.
All that said, I’ll be excited about Myles’ full length, when it comes out. A
little refocusing and Myles could make a truly interesting, enjoyable record.
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Timeless EP
The Swon Brothers

★☆☆☆

An EP so bad it almost feels mean to talk about
how gross it is.

A miniature manifesto: no matter whether it is called a critique of ideology
or a psychoanalytic approach, the practice of reading a text for its symptomaticity is not of great interest to me. It is useful, and has been important;
but to my goals it is not relevant. Take, for instance, the claims it would
lead to when dealing with country music; anyone can tell you that these
are songs about fragile masculinity, or white rage, or working class false
consciousness. And these are not incorrect statements, depending on how
broadly they are spoken. They are simply irrelevant because I prefer a different kind of productivity than they allow, or provide.
All that said: Timeless is, on top of being musically uninteresting to the
point of offensive, so gross as to be unreadable in any way other than as
symptom. That the symptomaticity is established immediately out of the
gate doesn’t hurt.

Timeless opens with the song “Just Another Girl,” which is ostensibly a
love story about The One. What it is, of course, is a couple dudes taking
great delight in listing off all those things that one might do or see had she
been the titular Another Girl. Namely: “she ain’t just another night / just
another kiss, just another line / just another drink, just a good time / she
ain’t just another girl / she ain’t another set of blue eyes / she ain’t just another pretty smile / she ain’t just another drunk dial / she ain’t just another
girl, no no.” It’s all pornographic gaze, where the woman’s body is divided
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into discrete aspects, and entitlement.
On its own, that’s gross; when it is the introduction you are given to these
characters, who will go on to spend the next twenty minutes expressing
their Unique Affection of five other generic women, the whole thing is just
unbearable. Add to this that the production is your most run of the mill
pop with country instrumentation, and you have a recipe for a worthless
record.

Follow Me Down
Lew Card

★★☆☆

The odd truth of it is that Follow Me Down
sounds a lot like a more straightlaced Shel Silverstein, mostly as musician but also in lyrical
phrasing. It’s only unfortunate Card doesn’t
capitalize on that more.

Cautionary Tale
Dylan LeBlanc

★★★☆

There’s an air of The Weird to Cautionary
Tale, in a way that can make the mandolin
sound like an eldritch instrument as it surges
through strings. Add LeBlanc’s insistence on
being polyvocal and you’ve got a real neat album.
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Boots on the Ground
Frank Foster
★★☆☆

Better than Bocephus, who Foster cites, but
not by enough.

If Foster and Bocephus are the scions of Southern Rock, then it is perhaps
simply not my genre. Beyond that, though, the two records that these scions released in the first month of 2016 are unsettlingly similar, and end up
being boring in many of the same ways.
In Foster’s case, the issue is made explicit in the song “Dear Heroes,”
which cites Bocephus explicitly. There’s something weird about that; the
song seems to be written like a eulogy for the Outlaw Country stars, but
half of them — Haggard, Nelson, Williams Jr. — are still alive and two of
the three have a record out in the same quarter. The problem isn’t that talk
of legacy is bad per se, but that even a cursory glance reveals it’s overblown.
Which is something of a shame, because “Outlaw Run” is one of the better
Western-style ballads I have ever heard, and were Foster less dogged about
his legacy he might be writing songs that actually secured him one. On the
other hand, Boots on the Ground also features “Romance in the South,”
which is just an embarrassment. It is, in other words, hard to get a read on
Foster.
All of which is to say that, as far as Outlaw Country/Southern Rock-idolizing records from the first few weeks of January, 2016 goes, Foster’s outstrips his idols. That’s damning with faint praise, and it’s about what Boots
on the Ground warrants.
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Brothers Osborne
Pawn Shop

★★☆☆

Despite a number of little joys, the reach for
the radio overshadows an otherwise pleasant
album.

The best aspect of The Brothers Osborne’s Pawn Shop is how open its
production feels. The songs have room to breathe, and that works (mostly)
in their favor, allowing the pleasant moments — a swing in the drums here,
a clever line there — to stand out. Despite those moments and that breathing room, though, Pawn Shop seems intent on producing nothing but singles, and it is not particularly good a that.
The other offputting thing about Pawn Shop is how, well, liberal it all reads.
That’s in the sense that encompasses a song like “Greener Pastures,” which
is maybe more Ron Paul than Obama. Weed smoking Republicans are the
archetypical American libertarian, and that’s presumably the target audience of the Brothers. Combined with “American Crazy,” which makes the
same patriotism-over-particularities gesture that a number of other country
albums do, this is maybe a facile observation. If there’s one counterpoint,
though, it’s “Heart Shaped Locket,” which reads as genuinely different;
there’s a surprising passivity in the lyrics to a song about being cheated on
that I’ve yet to encounter elsewhere.
Part of the problem with Pawn Shop is how the storytelling leans significantly
more universal than particular. Pop can tend toward being more interested
in identification with categories as such, than with how that identification
happens through individuated moments. Coupled with airy production,
Pawn Shop lacks even the slightest footholds for emotional attachment.
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What all that speaks to is the potentials, though, and Pawn Shop’s greatest issue is its refusal to write songs that fit into anything but a radio mold.
When the Brothers press against that, they’ll likely make a fantastic album;
until then, though, Pawn Shop is a bundle of interest wrapped in a bow of
boring.

Heart of America
Upchurch

★★☆☆

When Upchurch plaintively shouts “the game
needs me,” it’s hard to imagine which game
he imagines he’s talking about. A country rap
album that’s better than it has any right to be,
but that’s hardly the same as any good.

Empire
Brad Armstrong

★★★☆

Though it runs long and songs like “Cherokee
Nose Job” are side-eye worthy at best, Empire
also has moments like the drum machine on
“No Vain Apologies” or the lyricism on “Born
Haunted” that elevate.
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Nothing Shines Like Neon
Randy Rogers Band
★★★☆

Less cyberpunk than expected, but still full of
little pleasures.

As an album, Nothing Shines Like Neon has some peaks and valleys; “Rain
and the Radio” and “Old Moon New” both do what they’re trying to do
well, while a song like “Actin’ Crazy” seems either so steeped in jargon (or
just plain not well written) that it makes a whole mess. But as a total package, the record is so suffused with interesting imagery and sonic moments
that it comes out ahead of being flattened.
That imagery is the neon, and admittedly some of the interest is because
of my own presuppositions. It’s in the title, but it’s made explicit in “Neon
Blues” and “Tequila Eyes” that the neon’s not the Orientalist Blade Runner future of deck cowboys and synthetic drugs, but the local bar. And, to
shoot straight: that’s the only use of neon that’s ever rung true with my experience, so I appreciate it.
Beyond that, though, there’s the Muppets-esque sing-a-long at the end of
“Meet Me Tonight” — just for a line — and the exquisite little drum fills
on “Things I Need to Quit.” It’s precisely these things that push an album
past the threshold, that make it more interesting and engaging than another
exercise. Even taking into account the more maudlin moments that crystallize into “Look Out Yonder,” these moments contribute to a feeling that
the album is textured, that it has both ideas and execution. Nothing Shines
Like Neon might not live up to either aspect, but it does enough to make
it an album well worth hearing.
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Yours, EP
Russell Dickerson

★★★☆

Quality writing, marred only slightly by excessive sentimentality.

That the Yours, EP ends with a retread of the title track, with (Wedding
Edition) appended, gives the whole thing a slick of sentimentality that undermines just how well it worked. And certainly, if there’s a place for that
sort of move, it’s on an EP; but given how tight the previous four songs are,
it makes the difference between a constructed piece and a cash grab.
Probably the most notable aspect of the Yours, EP is how willing it is to
cut itself off; most of the songs end with a sudden cut, rather than a long
fade out. Something feels appropriate about this; the EP’s best songs are
hooked by very abrupt, simple phrases like “Blue Tacoma, California.”
But if professional wrestling writers have taught me anything, it’s that you
have to overvalue the taste they leave you with — at least some of the time.
And the way that the Yours, EP ends is excessive, a performance of the
pure sentimentality of the work rather than the focused expression that
preceded it. That the ending is a full fifth of the record makes that even
more explicit; where you want Dickerson to really start digging in, he recapitulates in the laziest way.
Which might also read as: give the first four a shot. I think they’re good;
maybe even great, albeit not particularly revolutionary. But do skip the final remix. It really brings the whole thing down.
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Cayamo: Sessions at Sea
Buddy Miller
★★★☆

Miller’s legacy isn’t at question here, and that
makes smooth sailing.

There’s something somehow both disheartening and heartwarming about
a country album recorded on a cruise ship. The former’s because of how
tied country is to the working class; the latter’s the same. It’s the appeal of
a Horatio Alger story against the reality. The disheartening wins out every
time. But the cruise ship isn’t a promise of access to the means of production, much less ownership over them, and so the whole thing’s just a cyclone of weirdness.
That Buddy Miller managed to record just that album, and make it straightforwardly enjoyable to listen to, is a testament to how strong a singer he is.
The Sessions at Sea manage to engage that ambivalence without succumbing to the impulse to directly address it, and they’re all the better for it.
In a weird way, Miller’s record is the response to the Fosters and Bocephuses; Miller sounds confident of his place and legacy, and it’s a joy to
hear him take that as an opportunity not to brag about it, but to work with
people both young and old in a way that quietly cements it.
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New City Blues
Aubrie Sellers

★★★☆

A distinct sound and a solid, if strange,
throughline make for an album that’s nearly
great.

Storytelling is a fairly often-recurring theme in the reviews throughout
QROCC, but odds are I’ll speak of narrative hardly ever at all. This is not
because country records don’t have a narrative — or if that’s true, then it’s
true because they don’t have a narrative, but many. The issue is that narrative is not a particular concern of mine, and that what it accomplishes is
usually in tandem with other aspects (stylistic, structural, or otherwise) that
I tend to find more compelling. All of which is to say: both the greatest
strength and the greatest weakness of New City Blues is how it establishes
a very obvious thematic throughline. It’s an album with a narrative.
Ahead of that, though, it’s an album with reverb-gated drums and overdriven guitars, and with a twang in the voice that flickers in and out of prominence. It sounds good, in a way that could easily (and not unfairly) be
called overproduced.
The throughline in New City Blues is most prominent in the songs “Paper
Doll,” “Magazines,” and “People Talking;” each takes aim at the ways in
which people are deceptive and deceived. The rest of the record incessantly returns to this notion, even if it isn’t as explicit or only tangential to the
song. Whether you’re into that theme or not, it vibes off the (over)production in neatly ambivalent ways and allows things like the outro’s Cobainish
qualities to shine through.
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The issue with the narrative is that Sellers isn’t producing a Monkey or Odysseus; it’s not a story of canniness or fate or anything. It’s just a claim that
people who present themselves in intentional ways are both deceptive and
deceived. That they’re wrapped up in what magazines tell them, and that
they betray and use you. As befitting as it may be with those stadium rock
drums, it’s also just kind of exhausting.

★★☆☆

Country Party
Fabry & Benny

Country Party appears to be an Italian country
album, which includes standards like “Oh, Susannah,” and some mashup of the various directions “John Brown’s Body” went. It’s cute,
if a bit one note.

Traveling Roots
Matt Flinner Trio

★★☆☆

The compositions on Traveling Roots bounce
and skim along, but they hardly make an impression; though in fairness, that hardly is at
least vaguely positive.
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and then there’s this...
The Grascals
★★★☆

Goofiness like “I Like Trains” backed by technical chops and a crew mentality makes this a
bluegrass album worth hearing.

There’s something to be said about how much bluegrass projects the squad;
never just some three piece, every troupe seems at least six members deep
and half of them sing at least one song as the lead. Of course, I have no
real understanding of the genre or inherent fondness for it, so I’m likely
generalizing beyond my remit.
Regardless of my own lack of context, and then there’s this... strikes. My
own favorite song on this... is “I Like Trains,” specifically for how slight
it is; The Grascals don’t appear to be in the field of epic storytelling generally, but the incredible specificity and straightforwardness of “Trains” is
something like a breather. The song’s exactly what it says it is, with no overarching metaphor or cutesy wordplay. Just a really endearing track about a
dude who is super into trains, and wants to tell you about it.
The Grascals can go deeper too, of course. “Old Friend of Mine” in particular stands out at the level of storytelling, and the instrumental “Autumn
Glen” clips along with some playing that manages to thread the needle between technicality and enjoyability for the uninitiated.
The real best thing about and then there’s this... is just how pleasant it is to
listen to. It’s a fun album, and while there’s a lot that goes into that, that’s
enough to come out.
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You’re Dreaming
The Cactus Blossoms

★★☆☆

Whether or not it’s intended, You’re Dreaming
is a positively Lynchian album, and it’s hard
to say if that’s in a good or bad way. Or maybe it’s just that “Powder Blue” sounds like the
Twin Peaks theme.

As if the title and album cover weren’t close enough, The Cactus Blossoms’ You’re Dreaming’s standout track is called — no bullshit — “Clown
Collector.” Even if the music is a little different than the director’s, You’re
Dreaming is an overwhelmingly Lynchian album.
The major issue with a comparison between The Cactus Blossoms and
David Lynch is that what it really means is that, in some visceral way, The
Cactus Blossoms’ music discomforts. And it’s very hard to tell if that was
something they set out to do; against, say, Dean Stockwell’s singing Roy
Orbison’s “In Dreams” in Blue Velvet or anything Nicolas Cage does in
Wild at Heart. For all the abstraction and confusion of Lynch’s filmmaking, his desire to upset the audience is pretty front and center.
Lynch’s place in the pantheon, of course, is that he helps to situate others
around that discomfort. It’s a specific kind of abrasion that he employs,
and he does it for discrete goals; but there’s a pedagogy to the whole thing.
So an album that takes a bluegrass feel and an oneiric theme can fall under
that umbrella of Lynch’s disjuncted examinations of the American id.
Which doesn’t mean that You’re Dreaming needs to be rated against films,
of course. The impulse to do so is its own tell; it’s an album that tends to
vacillate, that doesn’t really have a base of its own. And so for everything
that it does well, it feels like a mark was missed.
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In the Magic Hour
Aoife O’Donovan

★★★☆

A surprisingly broad range of aspects appeal
about In the Magic Hour, but most striking is
its use of space.

From the very beginning, Aoife O’Donovan’s In the Magic Hour is very
clearly a writerly album. With a voice and arrangement that skew more
Fiona Apple than Claire Underwood, O’Donovan’s album is the kind of
record that’s headphones on, lights off. Out of the gate, “Stanley Park” has
really impeccable phrasings and is obviously enamoured of the vagaries of
language; it’s follow up, “Magic Hour,” is just as precise with words and
their intonations, and just as lovely.
And the album moves, too; while much of the early going relies heavily on
that particular kind of minimalist beauty, “The King of All Birds” manages
to be of a piece with the rest despite its maximalism. It’s a good song, and
a good move on an album that runs the risk of blurring together. Unfortunately, it’s hard to pinpoint if it’s quite enough; some listens it blows the
whole thing up and makes it interesting at just the right moment, others it
just fades into the ground with the rest.
Even as it runs the risk of losing the figure, it is full of things worth recommending. The writing stays mostly consistent throughout, and the arrangement, whether minimal or maximalist, weaves a pretty world on its own.
If there is a strong criticism of In the Magic Hour, it is that it relies heavily
on competence when perhaps that would be best ignored. That each instrument gets its shine is nice, but sometimes you want to hear the fractures.
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Fifteen
Green River Ordinance
★★☆☆

Pleasantly poppy, but in a way that does tend
toward vacuity.

The epiphanic moment comes when you realize just how similar “Simple
Life” is to Zac Brown Band’s “Chicken Fried,” less the awkward militarist
bridge. And then, again, when you realize how that embarrassing bridge is
kind of exactly what sets “Chicken Fried” apart from a million other, similar songs, and helped it to stick into your memory.
Even then, almost every song on Fifteen seems, at some point, like it will
be the exception that proves the rule; somewhere around the minute mark
of each song it almost always seems that Green River Ordinance is about
to do something that will make this one stand out. They don’t, of course.

Fifteen works phenomenally as occasionally-engaging background music;
I could see it being played at convenience stores and in gyms for decades.
And of all the ways an album can end, that’s sure not the worst; but then, it
also is. If they do end up there, you might say at least that there was some
truth to their work, even if they buried it deep.
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★★★☆

Weighted Mind
Sierra Hull

An album of introspection by a prodigy that
plays well, Weighted Mind’s complications
buoy and sink it simultaneously.

The muted strums on “Queen of Hearts Royal Tea” that lead into the
mandolin solo are the heart of Weighted Mind; forceful absences, technical displays that aren’t wrapped in technicity. They are a part of the song
as a whole but are brought weight by what they anticipate, rather than any
explicit change. They are — and Weighted Mind is — a sort of suspended
potential, a repudiation that never quite finds itself a ground.
If those strums are the heart, then the interpolation of the Happy Birthday song into Hull’s “Birthday” is the head; Hull plays just enough of the
Public Domain tune to remind, and immediately moves away from it. The
personal reference is Cobain playing the notes from “Silent Night” at the
opening of the noise guitar solo of “the ‘priest’ they called him” with William S. Burroughs, and there’s more in common there than it might seem
at first. They come from opposite places though; Cobain was assumed to
be a writer and singer who also played guitar, while Hull is obviously the
mandolin prodigy that has opted to sing.
And on a surface level, this reading of Hull rings true across Weighted
Mind. Her songwriting is good, but there’s nothing particularly special about
it. It all tends to run together, in a way that the kind of introspection she is
engaged in both tends to and absolutely requires something else. And that
something else is there, in the palm-muted moments.
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Weighted Mind is an album against itself, in the most beautiful way. And I
hate that it doesn’t move past that, and I love it for being that.

Born With It
Stevenson Everett

★★☆☆

Born With It has pop country pretty down, and
songs like “Once Upon A Town” show off that
Everett is interested in interesting stories and
in telling them in ways that allow the rhythm
of the music and the words to intermingle.

Desert Songs
Dawn Landes & Piers Faccini
★★☆☆

Landes and Faccini put together a wispy, jangly set of Western-style songs that trade heavily in Landes’ ethereal singing.
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Pond Scum
Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy

★★★☆

There’s something to be said about a slight
record about God in the American tradition.

Pond Scum is an album with focus; there’s hardly a line on the thing that
isn’t either a consideration of death, drink, or God. The comparisons to a
Burroughs or a Waits are begged, of course, but the work by the ‘Prince’
always has that marginal remove from their likenesses in an essential way.
The weirdly Western — in the genre sense — fragility of “Death to Everyone,” with its guitar-licks-as-punctuation that read more like ellipses than
full stops, sneakily builds to the titular phrase “And death to everyone / is
going to come / and it makes everything / much more fun.” The addition of
a backup singer is truly strange there, and works wonders. Bonnie ‘Prince’
Billy’s “Jolly Five (64)” is an adaptation of Rabindranath Tagore’s Gitanjali
64, and is probably the most effectively tale told on the record.
As a collection of odds and ends, Pond Scum doesn’t feel immense, but
there is something to be said about a slight record about God in the American tradition.
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Echoes of the Dreamtime
Miranda Lee Richards
★★☆☆

With a scope both infinite and infinitesimal,
Echoes of the Dreamtime has something to
appreciate for just about anyone, though it’s
harder to say whether there’s much to love.

Echoes of the Dreamtime is a little closer to jangly/dream pop than more
traditional forms of country music, and it certainly makes sense given the
title. As do a lot of other things about Dreamtime, honestly, including
many of its shortcomings.
Richards’ record reminds of a reach for the epic, in the poetic sense. Granted, it’s suffused with the lyrical ‘I,’ but for much of the time that first person
pronoun seems less an expression of interiority and more a use of convention against the goal. And that goal seems often to be the titular echoes,
specifically; the jangle evokes the dream time, but the stories told are the
reverberations within it that often only have to do with the dreamer in the
most refracted ways.
And then, of course, there are line’s like “Like a soldier who fights for
good, you were already fine.” For all the interest that the broader points
of craft can generate, the moment something so disastrously unexamined
peaks its head out, the cringe is enough to rip that analytical fondness to
shreds. And that goes double for the unfiltered Orientalism of a song like
“Julian.”
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February

Letting Go...Slow
Lorrie Morgan

★☆☆☆

Letting Go...Slow would be better served as an
album of incidental music for films that range
from early aughts romcoms to CMT comedies.

Letting Go...Slow is a covers album with an original track thrown in to mix
things up, which is a neat idea? Unfortunately, the covers chosen provide no
real baseline, excepting the assumption that they were meant to be played
in the background of films. Even with that headcanon, though, there’s no
consistency; one song might be a made for TV comedy montage sequence,
another whatever’s playing in the background in a minor scene in a David
Lynch film. The lack of a baseline leads to Morgan making choices that
I can’t make heads or tails of; at one point she attempts to soak the line
“There’s no such thing as lonely whiskey” with all the pathos she has in
her. It doesn’t work.
The most unfortunate thing is that “Jesus & Hairspray,” Letting Go...Slow’s
original track, is easily the best on it. Morgan sounds like she’s having fun
with it, and that’s a sad contrast to the rest of the album.
Summertime:
Willie Nelson Sings Gershwin
Willie Nelson
★★☆☆

In collaboration with Lauper, Willie Nelson
clearly has a lot of fun, and that’s not something that’s in too great abundance in his interpretations of the Gershwins. “Summertime”
stands out, but Summertime otherwise feels
a bit disinterested.
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★★★☆

Scheherazade
Freakwater

The vocal harmonies are phenomenal, and the
storytelling should keep your ears perked, but
it skews a bit Jefferson Airplane.

When the guitar solo on “Down Will Come Baby” starts shading psychedelic, the way the banjo comes in is clearly meant to signal, structurally,
a return to form. As much as it’s an instrument, it’s also a signifier; this
fugue is coming to a close, and we’re here to let you know that you’re still
on familiar ground. I noticed this mostly because that solo was, for a certain part of me at least, the most familiar thing I heard in all the records I
listened to over this quarter. Not that I’m a real aficionado of psychedelic
rock, of course. Only that the kinds of music I have explored the most in
the past are the kinds that get noisy in ways that country tends not to. And
all of which is to say that this is a microcosm of Scheherazade as an album;
it is willing to go places that most others won’t, but it’s always there with a
helping hand to bring you back in — for good or ill.
The glue that holds Scheherazade together is the vocal harmonies of the
two lead singers. And they are very good at singing together, in a way that
goes beyond simply requesting your appreciation. The trifecta of songs
that ends with “Down Will Come Baby” makes up the heart of the record,
in part because each showcases those harmonies to different effect; “The
Asp and the Albatross” uses them to develop an insistent, poppy energy,
and “Bolshevik and Bollweevil” see the harmonies accentuating lines to
explore emphasis in storytelling. “Down Will Come Baby,” of course, employs harmony to dissonant ends, culminating in that solo but exemplary
also in the alienated nursery rhyme that gives the song its title.
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When Scherezade shades too Jefferson Airplane, however, as in “Velveteen Matador,” it undercuts some of its own momentum. Similarly “Number One With A Bullet” seems like a solid idea for a song where the execution just misses the mark. Those excellent vocal harmonies aren’t quite
capable of upholding just anything, and hearing them fail to do what they
apparently set out makes the whole less appealing than it could be.

Redneck Shit
Wheeler Walker Jr.

★☆☆☆

There’s a lot of places that comedy comes
from, and one of them is learning to embody
your shit to fight back against bullies. Walker would have made a solid comedy album if
there was any indication whatsoever that the
bullies he’s fighting back against were even
remotely real.

★★☆☆

The Driver
Charles Kelley

When Kelley’s drummer picks up the pace,
he’s happy to show that he can run. And when
things slow down, he’s not afraid to amble.
Something about switching between those
modes seems lost, however, which makes The
Driver kind of an underwhelming experience.
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Hymns That Are Important To Us
Joey + Rory
★★☆☆

Likely the sort of record that pairs well with a
deep history, currently cherished, in a specific
way.

Despite having no knowledge of the duo prior, it is hard to seperate Joey +
Rory’s Hymns That Are Important To Us from the news surrounding the
couple; the album was released after Joey’s cancer had returned, and she
passed not long later. The relevance of that knowledge is in the title; much
of Hymns is clearly about performing for the public in the most personal
way possible, and doing the thing that will mean the most in the now.
None of which changes the fact that the hymns themselves are largely
straightforward and, honestly, kind of boring. They are sung with conviction and some power, but nothing that bridges the gap to someone who
hasn’t lived within the traditions they reflect and encapsulate. The ones
that were new to me, like “Jesus Paid it All” or “Suppertime,” were fun listens, and likely plenty of people share the history and present which would
make the album more affecting. Just not this reviewer.
God Don’t Never Change: The
Songs of Blind Willie Johnson
Various Artists
★★☆☆

The highlight’s Sinéad O’Connor’s minimalist
take on “Trouble Will Soon Be Over,” but The
Blind Boys of Alabama give her a run. It’s a
nice collection with only slight missteps, and a
reviewer without the knowledge to call.
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Wynonna & the Big Noise
Wynonna & the Big Noise
★★★☆

From the garage rock-style opener to the loungey close, Wynonna & the Big Noise is an album with a lot to offer.

Wynonna & the Big Noise starts off by making good on the titular promise,
with almost garage rock/grunge instruments and Wynonna Judd singing in
a way that is clearly outside of her comfort zone. That’s definitely not in
a bad way, for the record. The question, of course, is whether that noise
is enough to sustain an album; and this record doesn’t have an answer for
that.
After a few songs, Wynonna & the Big Noise lets go of a lot of the energy
that propelled its initial songs. The switchup isn’t a bad call; rather than
becoming the marker of quality, it allows those early songs to have established the pace. Which is to say that this is an album that is willing to take
risks, to play to certain strengths but also to experiment in directions that
don’t necessarily feel driven by any individual.
Above the Prairie
The Pines
★★☆☆

The closer sounds like Final Fantasy VII’s
moaning cultists, and “Where Something Wild
Still Grows” might bore you back to nature,
but Above the Prairie shines bright when The
Pines just let themselves play.
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Dori Freeman
Dori Freeman

★★★☆

Freeman’s self-titled is pure conventional country with almost nursery-rhyme style
phrasings.

If January of 2016 was the month of the (desperate) legacy album, then
February was its flipside; the throwback. From Joey + Rory’s Hymns to
Gene Watson’s Real. Country. Music., a strong trend was made stronger
by Dori Freeman’s self-titled.
There’s some mixture of how Freeman’s voice is textured and the cadences
she uses it for that make it hard, at first, to see just how ordinary an album
Dori Freeman is. The easiest comparison is to a nursery rhyme, but that’s
not the whole of it; something about the way she sings, above and beyond
the content of it, reads deeply internal. Like the lyrics to the album should
be written in comics-style thought bubbles, rather than speech.
One aspect of the conventionality of Dori Freeman is how small the scope
of almost all the songs on the record are. It’s pop music, so obviously there’s
a degree of assumed identification, but that falls on the level of wanting to
know another’s feelings rather than, say, being in the same broad group.
Which makes talking about them a bit difficult, in a similar way to how encountering them initially can feel.
At only thirty three minutes, the album can feel done before it ever got
started, and the intimacy doubles down on that. Given time, though, Freeman grows on you; and that’s something worth celebrating.
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Ladies & Gentlemen
The Infamous
Stringdusters
★★★☆

Despite the expectations of having a different
singer on each track, Ladies & Gentlemen is a
consummate album.

An album with a different guest vocalist on each track creates certain expectations. One of them is that it will resemble a collection of songs more
than an album, assuming we take “album” to be a discrete artistic unit. Ladies & Gentlemen shatters that expectation.
At first those assumptions seem warranted; while “Listen” with Joan Osborne and “I Believe” with Lee Ann Womack are two of the strongest
songs on the album, they do initially feel very much like stand alone efforts.
By the time “Old Whiskey Bottle” — possibly the best song on Ladies &
Gentlemen — comes along, the rotating cast of vocalists has started to feel
less like a bunch of guests and more like the honest expression of the music being played.
The Infamous Stringdusters themselves are a bluegrass group that play
their instruments in a way that feels weirdly unobtrusive. The solo on “Old
Whiskey Bottle” almost feels self-consciously mixed in low, as though no
matter how enthusiastically it was played, the group worried after the fact
that it might end up taking too much of the spotlight. Which is a generous
reading, of course, but that’s the effect of attending to the album as a unit;
once the whole thing is connected, aspects that might be an issue in a vacuum can be more convincingly seen as relational.
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Ladies & Gentlemen does have issues that fall outside the relations, but they
are relatively minor; the two songs that close out the album, “Run to Heaven” with Aoife O’Donovan and “Rock and Roll” with Abigail Washburn
feel a little uninspired as a culmination, especially after “Coming Back to
You” with Mary Chapin Carpenter, an absolute gem. And, of course, that
insistence on collaboration means the Stringdusters don’t take time out for
an instrumental, which is a good metric on any bluegrass album.

Down to My Last Bad Habit
Vince Gill
★★☆☆

Every genre finds its balance between sentiments that could be called individualist versus collective, and each artist has to find their
place within it. On Down to My Last Bad Habit, Vince Gill seems to walk straight to the individualist deep end, which makes for many
writerly missteps.

★★☆☆

All In My Mind
Brother Nothing

Gospel influence and a raspy voice means the
Tom Waits comparisons are inevitable. That
comparison puts the shine on All In My Mind’s
storytelling over its anecdotal poetics, which is
where its strengths lie.
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The Ghosts of Highway 20
Lucinda Williams
★★★★

The Ghosts of Highway 20 is a goddamn journey of an album.

The Ghosts of Highway 20 declares its intentions from the beginning, with
guitars panned heavy left and right, trading on washy drive and harmonics
before the brushed drums come in. The album’s about space and spacing,
and the delicacy of the hook — “you couldn’t cry if you wanted to” — that
precedes the elongated chorus, just “even your thoughts are dust” over and
over again. And then, somehow, “Dust” bleeds into a solo that’s as delicate
and high as you could imagine.
If there’s a three song run on Ghosts, it has to be “Death Came,” “Doors
of Heaven,” and “Louisiana Story,” the last of which is probably the album’s greatest achievement. Like the album as a whole, “Louisiana Story”
is on paper overlong, but in practice absolutely gorgeously paced, exactly
as lackadaisical and meandering as it needs to be. With a chorus that could
be onomatopoeized as “wuhhhh, wuhhh” and lyrics like “On a good day,
mama’d make us sweet coffee milk. / On a bad day she’d cuss when something got spilt,” it isn’t that the nine minutes fly by, but that they all feel
earned. Coming after the blues-rocky demand of “Doors of Heaven” to
“open up the doors of heaven and let me in / I think I’m finally tired of living, let me in” and the almost twinkly guitars of “Death Came,” “Louisiana
Story” somehow exists as both culmination and respite, simultaneously.
Williams’ cover of Springsteen’s “Factory” is likely the ‘a-ha’ moment of
the album, in uncovering how and what it means. Springsteen’s original is
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intentionally abstracted, especially geographically; the whole point is to tell
the story of working men, regardless of place of work. Williams, without
changing a lyric, makes it sound like the most situated song ever written.
There’s a weight to this change; what once was a song that potentially signalled for class solidarity against geography is made to become something
less universal. But then, being situated is hardly a disavowal of universality in favor of particularity, as though being in space was for the local and
against the global. And much of what allows her cover to feel as it does has
to do with her voice.
If there’s a critique of country music singing, it’s that it can tend toward the
impenetrable in a way that isn’t apparently aesthetic. The twang never gets
to be an expression of anything other than the whole, which is Country,
as if it was nothing other than a note struck on the banjo. It’s always more
than that too, of course, a performative marker of race and class and gender and histories, and of broadly-held beliefs and material relations to all
of these things.
Coupled with ideas of how music is appreciated, how good or impressive
singers are the ones who stretch words or syllables to the breaking point
of unintelligibility — whether in terms of length, alteration, pitch, whatever
— without breaking, and the deck’s rigged from the jump. Twang doesn’t
count toward that point; it’s always already past it, and already also tangential to it. You can modulate it with smoke or technique all you want,
make it mellifluous or distinctively grating, age-worn or infantilized; short
of sanding it down, nothing really changes.
The easy thing would be to say that Lucinda Williams just doesn’t give a
damn. The reality’s more complicated, of course. The relative absence of
banjos and mandolins and fiddles changes the textures of class and history
on Ghosts. And that’s how the factory moves from rallying cry to space;
in the timbre of Williams’ voice, in the quality of the stories she tells, the
ghosts aren’t the dead. They’re the spaces full of living, and absence.
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Lighter in the Dark
Sister Hazel

★★☆☆

Track by track, Lighter in the Dark suffers,
but as an album it’s a pleasant surprise.

Knowing Sister Hazel primarily for being a 90s one hit wonder, I was a bit
skeptical of the idea that they were still making music, much less country.
And it turns out they were doing everything the exact opposite I might have
expected.
There are songs on Lighter in the Dark that are major whiffs, like “Karaoke
Song,” and songs that are flat out weird and bad, like “Kiss Me Without
Whiskey.” There are, honestly, hardly any good songs at all; certainly none
good enough to call out. But for whatever reason, Lighter works really well
as an album. It’s not something I’d dig into multiple times, but as a listening experience it’s way more than the sum of its parts.

The Heartland
Rabbit Wilde

★★☆☆

If Americana with a ukelele isn’t your scene,
then you might still find something in The
Heartland; if it is, you’ll likely find the same
amount. “Wolf & Whiskey” is worth a shot, at
least, if you’re not afraid of a little twee.
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Another Black Hole
Malcolm Holcombe

★★★★

Hearing the spit bubble up on Holcombe’s lips
is the make or break moment, and goddamned
if he didn’t make it.

If the best albums use their opening seconds to indicate what’s in store,
then Another Black Hole opens with deception. Based on “Sweet Georgia,” you might be lead to believe that you’re in for a pleasant little twang
with a bit of a dark side. It’s fitting, in its way; this is an album about dying,
and spitting, and not minding how much you hate it.
The spit’s literal, and it’s remarkable. By “To Get By,” Holcombe’s already talking respiration: “Too young to buy cigarettes, so I stole them
for a friend of mine. / He don’t breathe too good these days, but he ain’t
given up trying.” Once “Don’t Play Around” hits, Another Black Hole’s
revealed its true colors; the wet rage with which he pronounces the sibilant
fricative in the line “keep my mouth shut” is supplemented by his own belabored breaths throughout. It takes until “Leavin’ Anna” for Holcombe to
lay it out straight; “Florida sunshine baked my bones, all my life I’ve been
cold. / Bronchitis, Winston cigarettes, I layed in bed alone.” It’s not some
affectation, but it sure is an affect. Hearing a man barely able to breathe is
upsetting. Especially when he’s using that barely to sing for you.
What takes Another Black Hole to another level is just how that wet rage
is used. On “Papermill Man” it’s fairly straightforward: “Do you live to eat,
do you eat to live for a dollar a day on the river / Damn Vanderbilts hold all
the keys to the city.” Holcombe’s cynical, and all you need to do is listen to
his voice to understand how that might be legitimate; but he’s also down to
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take aim at the folks that deserve it over some rock ‘n roll. “Leavin’ Anna”
is more subtle, and also has one of the single best lines I’ve ever heard in
music. “A working man is a working man, makes a delicate flower grow” is
such an expansive understanding of labor, and such a beautiful sentiment.
If there’s a single criticism of Another Black Hole, it’s that I really wanted
Holcombe to stretch a little more in the direction of PSF Records-era Mikami Kan. But then even by being reminiscent of Kan, Holcombe’s done
enough; Another Black Hole is a treasure.

Home Sweet Hotel
Amelia White

★★★☆

Home Sweet Hotel is an album of the heres
that elsewheres become. There’s roots in travel, and White gets that and makes it as complicated as it can be; when she sings “six feet
down is where it comes around / all we really
have is what we leave behind,” its felt. And it
sounds good, too.

★★★☆

Breathless
Sam Riggs

From the fiddle on “To Save Something You
Love” to the effortless way Riggs personalizes
the trope-heavy story on “High on a Country
Song,” Breathless is an album of small touches done just right. Build those on as solid a
base as Riggs has and you’ve got a winner.
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After What I Did Last Night...
Henry Wagons
★★☆☆

A country-as-country-gets ode to Melbourne,
Australia pins this album together, which is a
lot of fun, and a little else too.

As far as comedy country goes, QROCC’s got Henry Wagons pinned as the
quarter’s best. There’s something genuinely funny about Wagons’ mournfully belting “Melboooouurne” in a country cry for his Australian home,
after rejecting the glitz and glamour of Nashville.
Likewise for “Only Child,” a song about a man with a desperate fear of abandomnent. There have to be at least as many odes to the family in country
as their are ‘heading home’ anthems, and Wagons skewers the former with
the same intelligence — and the same compassion — as in “Melbourne.”
With the bulk of the rest of the album being forgettable, it’s hard to highly
recommend After What I Did Last Night.... But it’s a fine time, for sure.

Meridian Rising
Paul Burch

★★☆☆

Opening with, “Let me tell you all about the
place I’m from / where the police tip their hats
while they swing their clubs” and having the
Utah Phillipsian “Poor Don’t Vote” gets some
leeway from me, but Meridian Rising is too
uneven (and too Randy Newman) for my taste.
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Shelley Skidmore EP
Shelley Skidmore
★★☆☆

There’s so close to being a lot to like about the
Shelley Skidmore EP.

Shelley Skidmore’s self-titled EP opens with the Platonic form of country
in the first handful of seconds of “White Picket Fences.” Followed up by
“Pawn Shop,” about as solid a setting-based story as you’re likely to get,
and then the neat little mess of “Makin Babies” with its self-parodic overcommitment, you’ve got all the ingredients for a borderline perfect little
extended play.
The flip side, of course, is that it takes all of a minute into the first song
for Skidmore to make a transphobic joke. Couple that with a really weak
collaboration with Greg Bates on “What You Need From Me” and some
weird, bad Pistol Annies-style closer called “Back in the Saddle,” and all
the praise I want to shower on this EP kind of just evaporates.

★★☆☆

Pony Up
Trick Pony

Half of Trick Pony has a hell of a Dolly Parton vibe to her voice, and it’s complemented by
plenty of twang. Unfortunately the production
team opted to go the ‘make it all sound hollow’
route, which is less complementary.
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Going Down in History
Waco Brothers
★★★☆

The intersection of Operation Ivy-style punk
and country works way better than you might
imagine.

The Waco Brothers sing, straight up, “Cheap gas, my ass / Democracy
is dead at last,” on Going Down in History, in case you were wondering
whether you were in for some Operation Ivy or Screeching Weasel-ass
punk in this zine. Luckily it’s better than Screeching Weasel, at least, becuase fuck those guys.

Going Down in History definitely has that late-’80s to early-aughts anarchist
vibe to it, as in the aforementioned lyric off “Building Our Own Prison,”
but also in how the record opens and closes. The last lyric on the album is
“it could be alright / it could be alright / I’ll be your Waco Brother for the
night” and the first is “This is the first track from the last album.” There’s
a(n, honestly, relatively thick) line between self-assuredness and deprecation that so much punk treads, and that in a weird way country does too.
In punk, that assuredness often gets theorized into a form of radical political action in one way or another, while the deprecation side of things tends
to take a broad variety of outcomes. And, of course, the same could be said
of country, in a weird way. Not to play the game of Find The Real Radical
Tactic, and to overly generalize, but: in punk it seems often a form of living in either the refusal-to-die sense or the beyond-bare-life sense, while in
country it’s more often used in more or less explicit class solidarity.
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Not that any of that is true, per se; and especially not of broad, sustained,
geographically disparate aesthetic categories like musical genres. It’s different scene to scene, and even intra-scene is differentiated; it’s hardly even
fair to generalize genre to genre.
But then, that’s at least part of the benefit of being something like country
punks. It’s the kind of shock juxtaposition that’s actually potentially productive, that can get some thoughts sorted, one way or the other. The alternative is to shock by being Ben Weasel and showing just how shitty and
misogynist punk can be, which, well. Fuck him.

★★☆☆

Turning Point
Chuck Wicks

There’s a fine line between writing a hit and
reaching for one, and Turning Point seems to
stumble across it every time. Maybe recontextualized onto the radio Wicks might carry some
more weight, but as an album there’s just not
a lot to go on here.

This Life of Mine
Jen Lane

★★☆☆

If familiarity’s a metric, then Lane’s cover of
“Thirteen” — which I always thought was an
Elliott Smith original — is strong but not particularly memorable. Which goes for a lot of
This Life of Mine; a good opening salvo hits a
quagmire, leaving feelings lukewarm.
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Real. Country. Music.
Gene Watson
★★★★

A title like Real. Country. Music. can only
mean you’re a ghost, and Watson leans into
that with weeping lap steel and a beautiful record.

Real. Country. Music. begins with a little string intro, supplemented by a
ghostly “ooo.” A brief pause and the opening track, “Enough for You,”
launches. It’s a deeply sentimental way to start an album whose name could
only be a dropping of the gauntlet. It also turns out wonderfully.
That gauntlet’s a storied one; even a casual observer of country with some
occasional experience of its history can tell. Almost every alternative movement in the genre is about — or at least declares itself as — a return to roots.
From outlaw to alt, the nominal return to the basics is the rhetorical move
that opens up possibilities. There are obviously a lot of potential endings
of that, and Gene Watson shows one of them.

Real. Country. Music. isn’t the start of a revolution; that string intro is evidence enough that Watson’s not attempting to galvanize, but to remind.
It’s almost an admission; those haunted cries are not by him, but they are
him. Watson’s a ghost in the current climate and knows it. And so he responds, with an album full of weeping lap steel and small, sad stories.
The songs themselves hit that weird sweet spot between goofy and great;
if “Here come the teardrops / bitter they are, harder they fall” doesn’t appeal, I understand. But followed by “She caught me lying, then she caught
a train / then I caught a fever, walking home in the rain,” it becomes beautiful.
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Bound to Meet the Devil
Julie Rhodes
★★★☆

Rhodes’ wordsmithing could use work, but
Bound to Meet the Devil is full of phenomenal
production choices that elevate it.

Bound to Meet the Devil is an album of moments. The second those
drums kick in on “Grinnin’ In Your Face” is one of the high ones; trying to
piece together exactly why Rhodes thinks that asking for change in front of
a liquor store is a “city bringing a man to his knees” on “Skyscraper Blues”
is a bit lower. That split is fairly indicative, honestly; the production tends
to hit hard and in pleasantly surprising ways, while Rhodes’ singing — which
itself is often very good — is filled with weird lyrical aspects that often don’t
quite work.
And some of that, of course, is a product of the personal. I’d be inclined
to doubt that when Rhodes sings,
“Why’d you have to go and jump that turnstile
we coulda walked this road together in due time
why’d you get yourself in such a hurry, my brother
you know I’ll meet you at the end of the line”
that she was consciously thinking of, say, Kenneth Harding Jr., the 19-yearold murdered by SF cops for fare evasion in 2011. I sure was, though.
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★★★☆

Carolina Ghost
Caleb Caudle

An album that does a good job of teaching the
listener how to hear it, albeit in a slightly overbearing way.

If there’s a cardinal sin of Caudle’s album, it’s the chronic overuse of electric organ. Even primarily as texture, the thing’s presence flattens out what
variety the songwriting has, making shifts in tempo go completely unfelt.
Which is a shame, because there are some neat things that Caudle does,
especially lyrically, on Carolina Ghost.
Those lyrical explorations are exemplified in “Steel & Stone,” a love song
that operates on the level of place as well as person. What stands out is the
particular way it is “about place;” not just focused on landscapes or social
settings, it’s equally aware of place as a site of history and industry. On even
a very craft-level, that allows the song to talk about love in a way songs often
fail to; as a long, storied thing, worthy as much in its persistence as in its
explosive moments. Songs like “Broken Hallelujah” and “Wasted Thursday” get at this as well, and it’s not a coincidence that these all fall in the
latter half of the album.
The generous reading of Carolina Ghost is that the first half (and the second half, although with more notable moments) drags because it is all of
a piece. That the organ hums in the background constantly to familiarize
the listener, to teach her how to listen for those sustained things as much as
for the variations. The counter, of course, is that Caudle’s assuming a very
poorly read audience if that is the case.
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Lola
Carrie Rodriguez

★★★★

A bilingual country album that works just as
well track-by-track as it does an album. Absolutely phenomenal.

Lola opens with one of three songs sung entirely in Spanish — one of four
songs that are entirely monolingual — and closes with the same. Rodriguez
referred to Lola in interviews as a “TexMex” album, which is true insofar
as it is sung throughout in admixed Spanish and English, but that framing
is key; listening to Lola, the first and final is the former, not the latter.
Which is part of why songs like “Z” and “The West Side” (the latter the
aforementioned English exclusive) hit so hard; when Rodriguez sings in
English, it is always fraught with Othering. And that’s used with all the ambivalence that lived experience demands; in “Z,” for instance, she ventroloquizes her grandmother in the chorus, saying,
“Not everybody’s gonna spell your name right honey
Might get it wrong on the grand marquee,
But you can just sing ‘em a song, hija mia,
Tell country music where to put the ‘Z’”
“The West Side” is even more blunt: “You are welcome here, but remember dear / that you are different in every way.” It’s, at least in the first quarter of 2016, not easy to find an honest appraisal of race in country music;
on the one hand are the Dickinson’s with their anxiety of influence, on the
other the Upchurch’s with their, well.
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There is a reading of the chorus of “Z” that sees it as vindictive, but something about how it rocks the drums mixed with the way the guitar loves its
single slow strum, sustained, that makes the whole thing sound unambiguously like a good time. Which in turn makes the argument a little more
nuanced; “Z” is as much a song about how visibility on its own is at best
worthless against microaggressions, at best only an exacerbator.
The worst thing I can think to say of Lola is that it might be a bit heavy
on ballads for some. It’s a milquetoast criticism, given how important the
sense of space is to the album; that “TexMex” means country and ranchero rhythms mixed together as much as it does the two languages, and the
result is that it has plenty of space to stretch its legs. The slower songs might
not be as immediately gratifying as something like “Z,” but they contribute
to and capitalize on the whole aesthetic.
On the other hand, though: Lola is an incredible, incredible album, that I
can’t recommend highly enough.

The Year We Tried To Kill The Pain
Bob Woodruff
★★☆☆

An uninspired cover of “Stop in the Name of
Love” cuts the momentum off at its knees, but
the overall vibe is a less self-involved Kerouac
with instrumentation that knows how to evoke
a feeling, which works.
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Alex Dezen
Alex Dezen

★★☆☆

Despite a voice that often comes across as artificially artless, Dezen’s self-titled is reflective and cute enough that it doesn’t necessarily grate.

Dezen’s self-titled is more indie folk — not dissimilar to a Why? record with
less xylophone — than anything, and it comes with a lot of the caveats I feel
apply generally to that format. The overarching story, in the first person, is
of a man getting older, but still watching Youtube and going on Facebook,
and that’s fine. A divorcée and Brooklynite who writes a song about how
he’s had to sell the guitar he’s writing this song on, it’s not exactly in the
Texas-Tennessee corridor.
The main thing, probably, is that Dezen’s voice comes across as so artificially artless at times, so intentionally awkward that it begins to read as
dissembling. The way that he twists his phrasing in order to say more than
the formal restrictions of song lyrics seem to allow is applied so consistently that it is hard to take the idea that he is simply full to bursting with these
stories seriously.
But then, that whole aesthetic — the ‘this sounds like it was meant to sound
like it was recorded in a bedroom’ sound — is inherently suspicious to me.
Unfortunately, when Dezen does opt to show his chops musically, it isn’t
particularly compelling. And for as nice as the kinds of intimacies he’s
expressing are — anything but coupling, honestly — it doesn’t quite seem
meaningful enough to stick.
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Orchids & Violence
Michael Daves

★★★☆

A 2xLP of the same songs tires, but the electric’s willingness to get sludgey & the bluegrass’ instrumentals keep Orchids & Violence
interesting.

It’s hard to pinpoint whether it’s just how Daves’ band plays, or whether
it’s a feature of the genre — though I’m inclined toward the latter — that the
instrumental track is capable of being so, if you’ll forgive me, instrumental
to a bluegrass record. As crucial to my enjoyment of and then there’s this...
as “I Like Trains” was, there’s something about it that wouldn’t feel quite
complete without “Autumn Glen.”
That goes double for “The 28th of January” on Orchids & Violence; except that you hear it twice, and it sure works better as a bluegrass jam than
with an electric guitar. Which is in sharp contrast to “The Dirt That You
Throw,” likely the best song on both albums. As a sludgey rock song it emphasizes the grossness of the sentiment; as a frenetic piece of bluegrass it
amplifies the absurdity of its message.
For all that orchids are in the title, it’s roses that Daves gets the most mileage out of; in addition to being in the titular dirt being thrown, “A Good
Year for the Roses” has a chorus pleasantly reminiscent of the workers
song “Bread & Roses.” Though he doesn’t quite go there, even evoking the
sentiment on accident is enough for me.
All of which being said, it’s kind of an enormous pain in the ass to listen
to the same songs twice with different instrumentation. Especially when it
seems clear that the bulk were written as bluegrass songs, and a handful for
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electric guitar and accompaniment; I imagine there isn’t a ton of demand
for a hybrid bluegrass/shades of metal album with no overlap within each
individual song, but then I can’t imagine getting super into both these album’s either. And for what it’s worth, though the rock side seems superfluous, it’s also much less conventional than I’d feared. Daves does go for
it on those arrangements, and that’s enough to keep interest, if not to necessarily justify a full hundred minutes of time spent.

Honeycomb
The O’s

★★☆☆

Every early aughts indie band had one song
with a banjo, but what The O’s suppose is:
what if that were every song? From Modest
Mouse on “Medicine” to Weezer and The Mountain Goats, the Honeycomb AU is fun to visit,
but maybe not a place you’d want to live.

Don’t Give a Damn
Kathryn Legendre

★★☆☆

Legendre seems to fit into the Kacey Musgraves
mold in certain ways, which works as a blessing and a curse. The self-consciously “alternative” content doesn’t bother on its own, but
perceptions can, which makes a solid EP read
a bit more middle of the road than it maybe
deserves.
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Carnival of Hopes
Jane Kramer

★★★☆

Carnival of Hopes is an album that demands
to be revisited, even if that’s partially because
it disappoints.

There’s something about Carnival of Hopes that eludes. It’s an album of
metonymy, filled with feet and arms for wandering and entering into (an
absence of) loving embrace. Musically, it’s perfectly capable of jaunt and
pomp and sentiment; and Kramer herself can do a Fiona Apple-style stilt
on “Why’d I Do That Blues” or stretch out over five and a half minutes on
“Carnival of Hopes” without seeming to lose any steam.
All of which leads me to believe that I’m missing something. Because despite loving everything I can think of to say about Carnival of Hope, there’s
something forgettable about it; something that makes it less than the sum
of its parts. A line like “Uncurl my fists, all you’re gonna find is fraying rope
/ just a woman getting older, holding a fraying rope” is the best example I
can drag up; there’s something fantastic about the image and how repetition achieves it, but there’s also something that just doesn’t quite work.

Carnival of Hope is, if nothing else, the kind of album that feels like it has
more to offer. It’s an album that demands revisiting. And even if those visits are in no small part because of feeling disappointed, that’s worth something.
And part of what eludes is how geographical Carnival of Hope feels. That’s
the right word, I’m fairly sure; I just have no real idea what it means, here.
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★★☆☆

Brett Young EP
Brett Young

What cuteness the Brett Young EP begins with
gets sucked out by the end, but that doesn’t
mean it was never there.

There’s something really, deeply annoying about “Like I Loved You,” the
second to last song on Brett Young’s Brett Young EP. It’s a song about an
ex wanting to be friends post-breakup, and Young singing from the perspective of a character who takes that as a sign that she never loved him as
much as he loved her. It’s such a creepy, entitled understanding of love,
one that dovetails so much closer to ideas of property than to, say, solidarity or social interaction, that it colors the rest of the EP.
Like, say, the earlier “You Ain’t Here to Kiss Me,” in which Young narrates as someone who is left with “just me and the whiskey” due to an absence. Or even the opener, “Sleep Without You,” which describes a man
so in love that he’s happy to have his partner take off, only that he can’t
fall asleep without her there. Both are cute, and performed well; in light of
“Like I Loved You,” though, they start to insidiously suggest that Young’s
character is incredibly overbearing, the kind of person who has a hard time
dealing with anything in terms other than ownership.
The point, really, is that what’s largely a solid country EP ends up feeling
like an unself-aware diary of unhealthy relationship dynamics, which sucks
out a whole lot of the cuteness that gave the whole thing its character. At
best it’s a fun romp with a bad aftertaste, and that’s not always the worst
thing in the world. Sometimes it very much is, though.
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Blues & Ballads: A Folksinger’s
Songbook Vol.’s I & II
Luther Dickinson
★★☆☆

Aiming at the canon brings race to bear, and
Dickinson never convincingly acquits himself.

It’s a bit hard to tell where Dickinson’s motives lie in making Blues & Ballads: A Folksinger’s Songbook Volumes I & II. With a name like that, it
hard to imagine he’s doing anything other than blind-firing at the canon, a
signed sealed and dated petition for inclusion. That seems like such a bizarre move, so antithetical to what it must be trying to accomplish, though,
that it couldn’t be accurate. And as far as I can tell, it isn’t quite, though it
still is more than it isn’t.
As far as ‘dude with a guitar, singing heartfelt songs’ goes, Dickinson sure
can do that. And he brings on many others. But man, when he reaches out
of that wheelhouse — like “Shake (Yo Mama)” which is a folk-ass folk song
appropriating rap language, which is ugh — everything falls on its face.
When Dickinson reaches for sentiment, as on “Ain’t No Grave,” he seems
fully capable of reaching it; but he’s doing his dead dad no favors by surrounding that moment with so much middling material. Which isn’t even
to bring how blackness is under erasure in this attempt at canonicity — the
album name’s first word is Blues, after all, and see the song in the previous
aside — that really just puts a sour note on the whole thing. Even, and especially, because of how it seems intent on accessing the tradition in a way
that makes this album part of it.
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None of which makes Blues & Ballads — to me at least, as a white critic —
bad, necessarily, or even problematic in the pejorative sense. It just makes
the whole thing weird and uncomfortable and kind of boring. Which, well,
at least it has that in common with most canons. So in my own way I suppose I’m saying: this album exists; I cannot recommend it; I wish Luther
Dickinson nothing but the best in his future endeavours.

Applewood Road
Applewood Road
★★☆☆

Applewood Road tends twee, in a way that
mildly grates. The biggest problem, though, is
how all over the place it feels, even as none
of the experiments fall flat on their own. See
what sticks is a fine method, but it only irritates the grating here.

The Flame in the Flood
Chuck Ragan
★★☆☆

It’s hard to listen to The Flame in the Flood
without guessing at how it reflects it’s status
as the soundtrack to the indie roguelike survival game, which feels weird. As instrumental
contemporary folk, though, Ragan’s on point.
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March

★★★★

Remington
Granger Smith

I can't recommend Remington enough to anyone who takes country music seriously, and
can appreciate its weirdness.

If QROCC were in the business of giving out awards, Granger Smith's Remington would likely take the quarter. That's knowing that Lucinda Williams'
The Ghosts of Highway 20 is better put together, that Gene Watson's Real.
Country. Music. is stronger track by track, that Carrie Rodriguez' Lola is
more powerful as a combination of both of those things. But QROCC begins from a place of appreciation for pop country in all its weird bullshit,
and Granger Smith sure does do a lot of weird bullshit.

Remington leads with the single, "Backroad Song," which works better here
than in the video. It is, honestly, just a good country single, in the sort of
way that actually hooks; that there's something off about it, some weird
choices that don't quite stick. It's something like how the woo's feel like
they were written for a different song and shoved in. If we're continuing
with the claim that Remington's a QROCC award winner, then it's these
weirdnesses — these missteps, frankly — that make it. Some are unequivocal fuck ups, like "Echo," which is kind of just a shitty song, and "5 More
Minutes," which is a fine little tune that gets overloaded with sentimentality
in a way that doesn't work. Making up for that are how bizarre and discomfiting and still completely relatable and enjoyable songs like the title track
and "Blue Collar Dollars" are.
This isn't the place to go into a big thing about expectations, but "Blue Collar Dollars" is So Weird. It's a country song about hating your job — which,
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yeah, of course? — that you had over a summer once. There's tropes to this.
Summers are for beach songs or margaritas or first kisses, not blue collar
labor. It's the bourgiest fucking country song, and it's on the same album
where Smith takes on a dip-chewing alter ego named Earl Dibbles Jr. who
claims that "Merica" are "back to back undefeated world war champs" who
"sent a man to the moon, and before we're done / we'll probably send one
to the sun." And he does all this without ever coming off as condescending
to his audience, at least as I read it.
If country as a genre is a working-through of the terms of white working
class solidarity, then Remington is either some false-consciousness PSYOP
or it's a real exploration of just how internally complicated that can get without even beginning to fracture on its face. The title track itself is horrifying
and incredible, in a way that approaches unparalleled. "Remington" starts
out as a bizarrely self-aware love song, with a lyrical 'I' that is clearly gendered male that actively desires tenderness. And not only that, but that is
expressing its own willingness to be malleable and accommodating to the
desires of its partner. This is all, of course, in service of a metaphor; the
man in the song is a fucking gun. Everything about "Remington" is such a
textbook understanding of masculinity as controlled, explosive violence,
but performed in a way that drives directly against that.
This is what the desire for interesting stories in country comes down to;
these weird fractures, these moments of sublime confusion. I can't recommend Remington enough to anyone who takes country music seriously,
and can appreciate its weirdness.
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Full Circle
Loretta Lynn

★★★☆

Full Circle feels less than momentous, in the
best way possible.

Lynn's album begins with her recounting the story of the first song she ever
wrote, which is disarming and endearing. Full Circle then goes into said
song, and perhaps it's just the primer, but it's certainly a well written little
thing. Which goes for the whole album; Full Circle never really sets expectations low, but it certainly doesn't beat you over the head with its importance. And then it exceeds the expectations it never set, wondrously.
The best thing about Loretta Lynn's Full Circle — including the heavy panning of the guitars throughout — is probably contained in the song "Everybody Wants to Go to Heaven," which is based around a fairly obvious little
twist — "but no one wants to die." And yet the way that Lynn works the story
of Jesus into it turns it from something idly said to a something with weight;
if the biggest fault of a number of albums reviewed in QROCC is that they
lean heavily on the value of a legacy, Lynn is a much needed counterpoint.
Instead of focusing on her connections, she knows how to instrumentalize. Stories have weight because they are work, but there's working for and
working with, and "Everybody Wants to Go to Heaven" is very much a
working with.
Beyond that, Full Circle has "Wine Into Water," which is a solid bit of storytelling, the "Jolene"-alike "Fist City," and the solid hook, well-worked, of
"I Never Will Marry." The album as a whole is more toe-tapper than full
body freak out, but that's sometimes just what's wanted.
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Family, Friends & Heroes
Frank Solivan
★★☆☆

Family, Friends & Heroes is the kind of music
you can imagine coming out of a Sim told to
write an album. There it would be incredible;
here, not so much.

Had Family, Friends & Heroes opened with just about anything other than
a cover of my least favorite song by one of my favorite artists, I'd likely
have felt more generous towards it. And for what it's worth, there are some
things about Frank Solivan's bluegrass album that would likely be much
more charming with some generosity; but at the same time, requiring that
seems like what is exactly at fault with the album.

Family, Friends & Heroes feels very much ostentatiously quaint, the sort of
thing that would be exceptional if it was a tiny vignette in a Sims game after
you told your Sim to sit at a guitar and write an album. It's the sort of record
that stinks of calculation precisely in its plethora of things meant to disarm;
it's an album with his family! and friends! and it wants to foreground the
mandolin at opportune moments! and so on.
All of which being said: moment to moment, there's nothing bad about it.
Solivan plays and sings well, and both have a warmth to them, and his contributors are solid across the board, and put in the right spots. It's just how
picked those spots seem, how that warmth bleeds into them, how much it
seems like the whole goal is to get you to like dude. I don't trust that.
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City Painted Gold
The Brothers Comatose
★★★☆

Like any good high school paper, City Painted Gold opens with its thesis statement; it's
about how two brothers can put aside their
differences to make music. The Brothers Comatose sure do that, and they do it well.

When an album opens with what seems initially to be a manifesto — and
then clearly becomes a thesis statement — you can consider my attention
grabbed. Not in a good way, necessarily; there's as much a chance that leads
to me having ammunition against as in service. This particular thesis statement is about connections; The Brothers open with "Brothers," describing
their ability to set differences aside to make music.
And those connections aren't just spelled out. In "Knoxville Foxhole," The
Brothers Comatose repeat the line "Knoxville Foxhole carry me away /
people gonna rise up some day" which is a folky line for a full on country
song. And it's both explicitly about connections among people, and an unabashed appreciation of the connections between words as they sound.
"The Way the West Was Won" is probably the epitome of City Painted
Gold, with its weird, confusing history of the colonization of the USA. To
me, at least, it seemed impossible to tell where the Brothers sat on the topic, which is a weird way of abstracting it. But what the song does have is a
manic fiddle and the way the mandolin is upstrum like a fuckin ska track,
which works surprisingly well.

City Painted Gold is probably most worthwhile for these two instruments;
the Brothers know how to use the country sound in a really compelling
way that befits the songs they're playing, better than most.
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★★★☆

Fired Up
Randy Houser

With drums that are great and confidence that
is earned, if occasionally broadly applied,
Fired Up is a pleasurable, unique album.

There are hi-hat triplets in the chorus of "Song Number 7," Fired Up's lead
single, hidden in the mix. Calling it a clear rip-off of trap music is a bit of
a generalization, but it's also right, and the fact that they're so low is, in a
weird way, exactly proof of that. It's one of those things where you listen
and are into it, and have no idea why. There's a lot of complicated shit in
that, but one effect is: I really like that song, as a fan of trap.
It helps that Fired Up has some, generally speaking, pretty great drums.
The dirty stomps of "Whiskeysippi River" are also of note. Also of note:
that Houser named a song that, which is cute and embarrassing.
The biggest problem that Fired Up has is how much of a drag it can be
when the writing fails to land; it's an especial problem in part because of
Houser's confidence. The inherent infantilization of "Before Midnight" is
one thing, but coupled with the utmost confidence it becomes significantly more uncomfortable. And then there's "Hot Beer and Cold Women,"
which is a song that just feels so pleased with itself without warrant.
The weird bit, of course, is that though that confidence can be misused, it
isn't misplaced. For the most part, the songs are written well, albeit in a way
that doesn't inspire any epiphanies. Sometimes the grand realizations aren't
the point, though, and being well written can be enough — at least for now.
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Montana
The Dead Tongues

★★☆☆

Montana is Zucotti park with the electrocommunism removed and replaced by loose steel
strings. I can imagine it being effective, but I
don't know for who.

It's been a while since I've thought about the handwringing editorials that
bemoaned the lack of contemporary protest music surrounding Occupy.
They always wanted a new Bob Dylan, which seemed lame. The camps
were already rotten with drum circles; who needed a sad dude singing to
his own acoustic guitar accompaniment on top of that? Pre-OWS, UC
students were using 'electrocommunism' to tactically have fun; a party gets
people out, which (theoretically) less inclines cops to bust heads. Or at
least it makes it more difficult for them to get inside. There were plenty
of anthems. Max and Malcolm's "Don't Stop Beliebing" essay in The New
Inquiry is a good point of reference, if you missed it.
The Dead Tongues didn't miss it. Or at least they claim to have not. Montana features a song about leaving Zucotti, and it at least perked my ears
up. I don't know that it's great — and, well, he's here to Bob Dylan it up, I
suppose.
None of which is to talk shit, necessarily. One of the best comrades I met
through Occupy is a folk artist, and he's written songs about the happenings. But there's definitely an affective disconnect between that genre and
the lived experience, at least in mine. Which isn't helped by the fact that
Montana is just a lot of loose steel strings being plucked, which might be
interesting to some but could never hold mine.
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Countach (For Giorgio)
Shooter Jennings
★★★★

Countach (For Giorgio) is an always interesting, and often incredible, explosion of the deep
seventies.

The seventies were the decade of punk and disco, of Pinochet and Thatcher and the Historic Compromise, when AIDS and Reagan loomed. It's
when Outlaw Country came into its own, the same way that cyberpunk
would later in the decade; by positioning itself explicitly against the work of
women in the genre the decades prior.
Which is all a way of saying that as left field as outlaw disco might sound
on its face, Shooter Jennings' Countach (For Giorgio) actually makes plenty of sense. And it's reflected in the record itself; for all the juxtaposition
it does, opening with a rendition of "Ladies Love Outlaws" that onslaughts
into synths, the jarring quickly becomes a synthesis.
There's a third term as well, in this historical artefact-cum-fucked up album.
"Chase," the sixth track, features Richard Garriott de Cayeux, the game
developer behind Ultima, Ultima Online, and (most recently) Shroud of
the Avatar: Forsaken Virtues, inside of which Countach was debuted in a
listening party. Garriott's work in game design began in the mid-70s, positioning him as one of the field's oldest practitioners. And a contemporary
of all the aforementioned.
It would be easy to say that this overlapping history has had implications
on the reactionary nature of games culture (it does). So, short of that, it is
perhaps enough to acknowledge that, and move on.
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As for the actual music on Countach (For Giorgio); it's fucking good. Marilyn Manson is kind of embarrassing, and the NeverEnding Story theme is
a weird thing to hear. Even that is in a good way, though; Jennings' album
is always interesting, and often incredible.
The particular movement it performs, between an emulation of Moroder's
disco embedded in his compositions and the country that gives Jennings his
celebrity, is most beautifully represented in its chaotic movements. When
tracks go from lightly, twangily sung to digital vortices; it's not just aesthetically pleasing, but politically. It's Reagan's delivery devoured by its consequences, the pretty veneer of games answered by its ugly underbelly. And,
importantly, the real pleasure always comes from the latter half.
The Narrows
Grant Lee-Phillips
★☆☆☆

Grant-Lee Phillips' The Narrows leads with
its drums, which in any other case would be
the highest praise I could give. But they're
brushed militaristically, surrounded by swirling guitars, and never interesting. Just like
the album.

Blues of Desperation
Joe Bonamassa
★★☆☆

Blues of Desperation is contained in the solo
on "No Place For The Lonely;" it's long, layered,
and frankly incredible despite its self-indulgence. Unfortunately that 'despite' holds less
weight across the context of a full album, which
drags Bonamassa down.
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Southern Family
Various Artists

★★★☆

Southern Family is, somewhat shockingly,
about exactly what it claims, and there's an
anxiety about its subject bubbling just under
the surface. Which makes for compelling listening, if a bit disjointed.

It probably shouldn't be surprising that a compilation called Southern Family is about families in the south, but I was, frankly, surprised. Or, to be
more clear: it is surprising that it's about southern families to the near absence of anything else. There's nothing wrong with that, of course. Or, well.
Maybe there is.
There's something about Brent Cobb's "Down Home" that kind of exemplifies the issue. It's a little thing when Cobb sings that "down home, everybody's got one / down home, the place that you come from." The fact that
Cobb even sees it necessary to clarify that everybody has a home makes
it fairly obvious that, even if he's not conscious of it, the reality is different
from what he's describing. Everybody doesn't have a home; and, though
it's not a direct corollary, it's clear that that knowledge under erasure is extended under a symptom of anxiety to another fear: maybe family and the
south isn't quite as special as you've been lead to believe.
It's there on Miranda Lambert's "Sweet By and By," in which Lambert lists
off a bunch of truisms. She tries to tie them to the specificity of "lessons
learned under the light / of a southern starry sky," but it's hard to imagine
she's fooling anyone. Jason Isbell's "God Is A Working Man" embeds the
anxiety in a character; framed as a conversation between a priest and a
thief, the former talks miracles and Jesus as a laborer, and the latter talks
laboring.
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None of which is to say there's nothing good on Southern Family. The
truth is kind of the opposite, honestly; Lambert is on point, and Morgane
Stapleton's Southern Rock cover of "You Are My Sunshine" is something
worth hearing. Zac Brown's "Grandma's Garden" is hokey in a way that
can be endearing, as is Jamey Johnson's "Mama's Table." Shooter Jennings
does great, nondescript work with "Can You Come Over?," which leaves no
conscious impression until you realize you've memorized the whole thing.
It all just feels uncomfortable, which is a bit of a weird look for a paean to
the comforts of a southern family.

★☆☆☆

Chapter 1
Kane Brown

Kane Brown's surprising voice doesn't do much
to change the fact that his songs are about being a shitty dude, to the exclusion of everything else. Couple that with unexceptional music and Chapter 1 isn't objectionable so much
as a total bore.

Poor Man's Bible
Mike June

★★☆☆

With lines like "oppression, recession, banks
too big to fail," June's got that old school lefty
folk on lock. Poor Man's Bible is certainly
good at what it does, and I'm sure not down
on those sentiments. Except that seeing yourself in a tune can be deeply embarrassing, I
suppose.
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William Michael Morgan EP
William Michael Morgan
★★☆☆

The William Michael Morgan EP does good
work at showing off how Morgan can inhabit interesting characters and explore them on
a single track, but the impression it leaves is
mostly mild.

I can't really tell if it's just unflattering, but the biggest mistake of William
Michael Morgan's EP is definitely the cover. There's something about the
his post-Garth Brooks voice that just is not at all flattered by that image of
him. Dude's got, like, long cop neck. That probably works for someone,
but man. I guess if you were one of those folks screaming about cops are
the 99% then maybe that picture's your jam?
The music itself is kind of cute, though. "Beer Drinker" is a weird one, attempting to metonymize-by-activity (I worry there's a word for this, but it
isn't metaphorizing) the working class. It's the old collar color trick, except
this one comes with a buzz. And, of course, honorary membership for a
22 year old signed to Warner. "Lonesomeville" is so sappy it wraps back
around to kind of endearing, while "Back Seat Driver" is just a silly little
story, well told.
It's not really that the cop neck hinders the William Michael Morgan EP
so much as it highlights just how forgettable it can be. Each of those songs
stands up on its own, but as a package there's no real power behind it. Had
Morgan's songs been defending private property, on the other hand, they
would lack nothing.
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The Critics Give It 5 Stars
Bobby Bones & The Raging Idiots
★★☆☆

The comedy country album hasn't had a great
quarter, and Bobby Bones & The Raging Idiots don't change that. There's some good stuff
here, but nothing amazing.

The centerpiece of Bones' album is the only non-comedy song on it, and
that should be fairly obvious from titles like "How We Think Every Hip
Hop Song Starts" and "Netflix Love Song." "Fishin' with My Dad" — which
is preceded by "Fishin' with My Dad (Intro)," in which Bones explains that
the subsequent song is not a joke, and how uncomfortable that makes him
— is provided backing vocals by Garth Brooks, and is a song about finding
masculine socialization rituals wherever you can, in the most sentimental
way possible.
Which is why, of course, The Raging Idiots have both "Starbucks!" and
"Starbucks! (with Kelsea Ballerini) - Country Version" on the record. Between this and Wheeler Walker Jr.'s record, it seems that the comedy
country genre is pretty laser focused on reproducing the sins of bro country with only the slightest sheen of satire. A bunch of songs about bad men
with some jokes in them is hardly biting satire.

The Critics Give it 5 Stars does have "We Can't Stand Each Other," though,
which is about as good as this little subgenre can get, at least as far as I can
tell. Giving a voice to the put-upon significant other does a lot in terms of
deepening the critique, and also of humanizing it. The song itself isn't exactly cutting, but Carrie Underwood is great at the kind of singing you can
hear a smile in without it seeming a smirk, and that's super important.
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★★★☆

What to Fear
Sean Watkins

Watkins' What to Fear is full of Bush-era sentiments and politics, in a way that isn't nostalgic. There's a twist at the end that saves it
from its own quagmire, resulting in a neat little
album.

It's probably the case that there's plenty of music still being made that seems
as though it never stepped foot outside of the Bush-era. 2008 wasn't that
long ago, after all, and there was so much affect associated with it; the fear,
the solipsism, the impotence. But all that gets really talked about now is
how something is "post-9/11." Luckily we have Sean Watkins around to
remind us, as Green Day did before, just what a fucked up time that was.
It's a genuine surprise how much the titular "What to Fear" evokes the kind
of political imaginary available in, let's say, 2002-2003. Even more surprising is the direction it takes after that; while less explicitly political (and
implicitly conspiratorial), the kinds of relationships that Watkins details
are exactly in line with the affects of the moment. By the time "Too Little
Too Late" finishes, it's almost completely overwhelming; even the lightness
allowed is overwhelmingly paranoid and solipsistic. After an instrumental
palate cleanser in "Local Honey," Watkins seems to recognize this, and offers "Tribulations."
Were What to Fear solely reliant on its reconstructing the affects of the
bulk of the aughts, it'd be worthwhile if maybe not remarkable; but "Tribulations" is kind of the perfect inclusion. A full on fire-and-brimstone God,
backed by soaring guitars, somehow both encapsulates and completely
breaks from the rest. It's a moment of pristine pacing where a quagmire
seemed the only possible outcome. It's a hell of an album.
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Animal
Chris King

★☆☆☆

King's Animal is the embodiment of Americana as indie diaspora; all boring alternative
masculinity.

Since starting work on QROCC, I've held a sneaking suspicion that Americana is the site of something like an indie rock diaspora; all the bearded, sensitive twenty-something men who would have been swooning and
hating women in the early aughts are now doing the same, except with a
banjo-player in tow. It's an unfair characterization, to a degree; Lucinda
Williams is widely recognized as an, if not the, Americana artist, and her
The Ghosts of Highway 20 is incredible. Chris King's Animal, on the other
hand, confirms all of those suspicions in the worst possible way.
Like The Swon Brothers, it's hard to even want to talk about what precisely is bad in Animal, but unlike them it isn't hard to give in to that impulse
of silence. This is partially, at least, because Animal isn't as bad as their
Timeless EP; but then, not by enough. Just imagine everything boring and
offputting about the "alternative" masculinity of indie, and couple it with a
bit of a rootsier — more nationalist, though not in the Toby Keith kind of
way — aesthetic. It's all there, and it's all a chore.
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Familiar With The Ground
The Boxcars
★★☆☆

The Boxcars treat bluegrass as a genre vehicle,
which sounds like a dream. But subpar execution, dodgy political axioms, and weird narrative choices make Familiar With The Ground
about as interesting as a dream's description.

The Boxcars seem mostly interested in bluegrass as a genre vehicle, telling
tales of prison escapes and revenge murders. All of which I'm interested in,
but then they name the antagonist of "Marshallville" John Brown. Not that
one, I mean, at least I don't think so. He does take over a town and murder
cops. But I'm pretty sure it isn't that John Brown. Which is, well, weird.
If there was one thing I could ask for out of bluegrass, it would absolutely
be its use as a genre vehicle. There's something about Familiar With The
Ground that doesn't work, though. Even the instrumentals don't strike in
the same way that, say, The Grascals or Michael Daves manage. A middle
ground between the technicality of a Daves and the genre obsession of The
Boxcars would probably be absolutely my shit; assuming, of course, that
this fantasy band did better than to write a song about a priest murdering
an ahistorical John Brown.
If that choice of name in "Marshallville" seems overly centralized in what
I've written so far, it's only because the whole album sort of leans that way.
It's hard to point out any moment, but the whole vibe is vaguely, deeply
reactionary. In a way that is pointed enough to feel individually offputting;
it's not that The Boxcars espouse values that you might disagree with, its
that they seem to be so fixed in their understanding of the world that any
potential disagreement is utterly unthinkable. Which is fine, in its way; but
it's also an aspect of the record which makes it a chore to listen to.
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Steve Moakler EP
Steve Moakler

★★☆☆

A very auspicious opening in "Steel Town"
makes the Steve Moakler EP a mix of more interesting and more unfortunate than it might
otherwise be.

Steve Moakler's EP begins with an audio recording of a man talking about
an automobile factory that he started working at in 1964. The man takes
pride in his work, although there is some degree of melancholy; he mentions how it was a lot, without going a lot into how it is. Moakler then
launches into a song about an unspecified "Steel Town," and the things that
they have and do not.
An early memory of fondness for country music is in 2008-2009; I found
country radio as a junior in college. I'd already developed a liking for a
lot, despite not having a background, and despite being mostly interested
in punk and indie rock and rap historically, and experimenting a lot with
noise music and a lot of varieties of what might broadly be termed 'experimental.' I spent a large chunk of that year watching Turner Classic Movies,
being miserable, and hovering on the cusp of a political breakthrough that
wouldn't fully emerge until the next school year. It was, to be congenial, not
in the direction of a lot of the politics of avowed country superstars.
All of which is to bring up another song, another moment. In the middle of
that later breakthrough, I heard "Shuttin' Detroit Down" by John Rich, and
it was kind of revelatory. Rich's song is better than Moakler's, but it's got a
similar feel, if only because of the introduction.
Unfortunately, a lot of what Moakler does with the rest of his EP is your
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standard love song fare. There are girls and they are the light of his world;
he at least avoids the trope of women being inscrutable in a way that only
indicates infidelity. They're pleasant to listen to, radio friendly, and kind
of a total bore. But that moment, and the accident of history that links it
to me and the real history that links those songs together, stands out. Not
enough, necessarily, to rate Steve Moakler enormously highly, but enough
to notice.

You Can't Go Back
If There's Nothing To Go Back To
Richmond Fontaine
★★☆☆

Fifty minutes of You Can't Go Back If There's
Nothing To Go Back To feel like an hour and
a half. Fontaine's frank discussion of houselessness is appreciated, but it also drags hard
and almost asks you to bounce off.

Bridging the Tradition
Lonesome River Band
★★☆☆

The Lonesome River Band pace Bridging the
Tradition between wild swings; the frenetic
bluegrass of "Rock Bottom," the old country
swing of "Showing My Age." It works wonders
to make a coherent statement, but it's hard
not to want them to explore further out.
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Midwest Farmer's Daughter
Margo Price
★★★☆

With phenomenal character work at the level
of the album and fantastic flourishes per song,
Margo Price's Midwest Farmer's Daughter is
an absolute gem.

Every musician, but especially a singer — and even more especially a singer
in a pop capacity — plays a number of characters. They're hard to describe,
but relatively easy to identify. The basic level is per-song; a person, generally an "I," faces things. It happens per-album too; while not necessarily a singular character as such (in terms of a discrete individual being represented
continuously), the songs fit together in a way that creates the feeling of an
arc (or, perhaps more often, fail to). There's a career level to it as well; the
way a critic judges, say, Britney Spears' Circus is informed by the previous
two levels that start with ...Baby One More Time, and also Spears' performance to the media, &c. Additional levels come into play, and all three
overlap in ways both obvious and not, but that's a rough outline.
Not having any familiarity with Margo Price means I can't speak to that
broadest level, but at the level of the album Midwest Farmer's Daughter
is some of the strongest character work I can remember. It's right on the
tin; Price plays a woman who is the daughter of a (former) farmer from the
midwest. Each of the songs takes this as its starting point, and each of them
contributes to a broader picture of this person. At the same time they are
pop songs, so it's more akin to procedural than serial television. The stories
are all self-contained, but they do plenty to move the whole thing forward.
In addition to that, there are flourishes on Midwest Farmer's Daughter
that absolutely strike just the right chord. The drums that open "Tennessee
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Song" are killer, the groove on "Four Years of Chances" runs deep. Price
is happy to switch up styles at the drop of a hat in a way that reads as her
being multifaceted, rather than impulsive or unable to develop.
Speaking broadly, country music is primarily interested in that first kind of
character, who exists on a per-song level. This is appealing about it, to me.
And that third kind has obvious players; Merle Haggard and Dolly Parton,
Garth Brooks and The Dixie Chicks. It's hard to say that there isn't a focus
on the middle ground, but at least in the first quarter of 2016, there hasn't
been a ton of exemplary uses of it. Midwest Farmer's Daughter plays well
in the moment and has a brilliant eye toward sustained constructions.
A Picture of Me
Greatest Hits & More
Lorrie Morgan
★★☆☆

Morgan's greatest hits reads like Dolly Parton sans the good boning. She's a singer with
chops who can pick and perform on a good
tune, but the whole just depresses.

The Very Last Day
Parker Millsap

★★☆☆

The Very Last Day is heavily gospel influenced
folk that struggles with faith. Which, unfortunately, feels a bit dime-a-dozen, despite Millsap's ability to produce images like "a rafter
full of crows" and narratives like a son's sexuality being rejected by his father's faith.
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Deux EP
Megan & Liz

★★★☆

From a Radio Disney lead single to a buried
banjo amplifying creaking floorboards, there's
something haunted and prosaic about the
Deux EP. Hitting repeat won't exorcise it, but
you might anyway.

The clear single from Megan & Liz' Deux EP is called "Big Kids," and I'd
be hard pressed to imagine it as anything other than a smash on Radio
Disney. This isn't an insult, in case that isn't clear. The song is kind of the
best. And the album that surrounds it is interesting enough that I ended up
relistening immediately; partially just to try to distinguish the two singers
(I never did), but also because I suspected it would be worthwhile. And,
odd as it may seem, Deux definitely stands up to repeated listens; fruitfully,
even.
The country aspects of the record are downplayed slightly, but they do add
a lot; the banjo in "That Ghost" is, once noticed, a really incredible decision
on what turns out to be the strongest song on the album. The writing is
extraordinarily prosaic, which is a bit strange; the song starts out "Creaking
floorboards / and lights that turn off on their own / the paranormal you can
move away from is easy / but not your memory / cuz nothing haunts you
like the hurt you had." It's not exactly something that scans sans vocals, and
the way its sung obscures the meaning pretty heavily.
"That Ghost" is about past fuckups come back to haunt. There is continuity: "He's Not Him" is about former lovers haunting current; "Just a Name"
is the same; "Home is You" is about keeping out hauntings with a different
kind of love (the sisterly kind). It's the second half of the EP that really
works, while "Big Kids" is the self-explanatory single (and is very good at
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being that) and "White T-Shirt" is kind of the only clunker.
The other thing worth mentioning is that, despite that haunting, opening
Deux with "Drive" is kind of inspired; there's not a strong thematic thesis,
but it does establish how Megan & Liz are going to work through tropes.
They're on a drive to contemplate breaking up, they're getting married
without needing a tux, they're at home amongst family. Listed, it's a country's greatest themes. Which is part of why that consistency of haunting is so
gratifying; it's a much needed unity, and it pushes the EP to the next level.

I Saw The Light
Various Artists

★★☆☆

The soundtrack to a Hank Williams biopic, with
a majority of songs by the star, seems a proposition either execrable or unremarkable; I Saw
the Light achieves the latter. Hiddleston's no
slouch on "Jambalaya," but it's Jo Stafford's
"The Tennesse Waltz" that stands out.

Then Sings My Soul:
Songs For My Mother
Wade Bowen
★☆☆☆

Personalizing an album can be unimpressive
but sympathetic, like Joey + Rory's Hymns, or
it can be unimpressive and uninteresting, like
Bowen's Then Sings My Soul.
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Wayfaring Strangers:
Cosmic American Music
Various Artists
★★★★

A collection of classic nobodies, Cosmic American Music is perfect.

Having never before heard of Numero, the record label that releases the
Wayfaring Strangers series, of which Cosmic American Music is the latest, seems apt; the label specializes in archival materials, obscure releases
from long ago. Wayfaring Strangers exemplifies this and Cosmic American Music focuses particularly on the term that The Byrds' Gram Parsons
came up with. Their press release makes it clear that Parsons was the progenitor, and lead naysayer, of country-rock like The Eagles. His preferred
term never quite caught on.
It did inspire music, though, albeit of significantly less name value than
The Eagles. Cosmic American Music collects these artists, and releases
them for the first time outside of what were then likely vanity 7"s. And the
results are, quite frankly, incredible. Mistress Mary's "And I Didn't Want
You" is a quiet dream; Dan Pavlides' "Lily of the Valley" a broad love
song with insistent noodling that breaks and builds; Bill Madison's "Buffalo Skinners" a Western entirely out of time with a weird obsession with
work; Kathy Heidiman's "Sleep a Million Years" a melismatic prose poem
full of negation and control and despair.
Numero ends Cosmic American Music with Doug Firebaugh's "Alabama
Road Town," a minute long fingerpick-and-falsetto as good as anything
Elliott Smith or Nick Drake ever made, if not better. "You can still hear
them scream" trails off, and the record ends. It is, I'd say, perfect.
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